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+16468337768 - http://yiwanmen-cq.com/

The menu of Yiwanmen from New York includes 16 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu cost
about $6.6. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Steve F likes about Yiwanmen:

I discovered Jian Bing watching street food videos on internet and had to have one! A google search surprised
me with options all over town. I've had some great ones and so so great. Yiwanmen is a great option and they

offer 7 different kinds. I go for the pork belly. A jian bing is a crêpe with fillings and sauce, but there's also a crispy
cracker in the middle that's a fun texture in your mouth! Was it down with a... read more. What User doesn't like

about Yiwanmen:
Love love this place!!! Can’t express it anymore!! Their wonton soup is the best, and so is their pork belly and

sausage bing, it’s flavorful. The owner is the sweetest he always give the best service! Love this place I
recommend 100% : read more. Get excited in Yiwanmen from New York for versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's

traditionally cooked in a wok, Furthermore, the customers of the restaurant enjoy the large selection of the
various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has available. If you decide to come for breakfast, you are

offered a versatile brunch.
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Drink�
MENG MENG TEA $4.0

Mai� Cours�
PORK BELLY

Ba� Burger
BEEF BAO $4.3

Por�
PORK AND CHIVES DUMPLINGS $4.5

Col� Dishe�
CUCUMBER AND AGARIC WITH
GARLIC $8.0

Smal� Plate�
PORK BELLY BAO $4.3

Jia� Bin�
CRISPY FITTER $8.0

Monigir�
PORK FLOSS $9.0

Noodle�
CHONG QING RED OIL NOODLE $9.8

HOT BRAISED BEEF NOODLE $10.8

Ho� drink�
HERBAL TEA $3.5

TEA

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -20:30
Tuesday 10:00 -20:30
Wednesday 10:00 -20:30
Thursday 10:00 -20:30
Friday 10:00 -21:00
Saturday 10:00 -21:00
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